
LA: Independent practice of 9 and 10 mark questions
Do now: Sort the following statements into 9 and 10 mark questions

2 PEEL paragraphs
3 examples
Usually discussing impact/consequence
Analysis needs to be based around a second order concept
i.e causationm chronology
2 or more reasons explained
Marks are for the quality of your explanation.



9 and 10 mark questions

9 marker
2 PEEL paragraphs
3 examples
Analysis needs to be based 
around a second order concept
i.e causationm chronology

10 marker
2 PEEL paragraphs
2 or more reasons explained
Marks are for the quality of your 
explanation.
Usually discussing 
impact/consequence



9 Mark recap
Identified 
the second 
order 
concept that 
will be used

Clear paragraph 
point 
(topic) identified

Specific 
example 1 Specific 

example 2

Specific 
example 3



9 Mark Independent Practice:
Stick in the question:
Write a clear and organised summary that analyses big business in 
America in the years 1877-1900. Support your summary with examples.

Independent 9 mark practice
- What second order concept are you using?
- Have you included 3 specific examples?
- Have you used a PEEL structure?



10 mark recap

Identifies clear 
topic for the 
paragraph that 
connects the 
evidence 
together.

Specific 
example 1

Explained 
example

Specific 
example 2

Explained 
example

Linked back to 
question.



10 Mark Independent Practice:

Stick in the question:
Why did the building of the railroads have such a big impact on the 
Plains? Explain your answer with examples.
Modelled 10 Mark question
Have you made a clear point that connects all your examples?
Are your examples as specific as possible? i.e. contain dates
Have you explained your examples?
Is there development of your explanation? i.e. furthermore



How can I practice this further?

On the school website there are example questions:
https://www.forgevalley.school/_site/data/files/document-
store/EB486B95F3B210AB86275C511F4D3306.pdf

Further examples:

https://www.forgevalley.school/_site/data/files/document-store/EB486B95F3B210AB86275C511F4D3306.pdf
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